3D data segmentation by local classification and Markov Random Fields
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Abstract—Object segmentation in 3D data such as 3D meshes and range maps is an emerging topic attracting increasing research interest. This work proposes a novel method to perform segmentation relying on the use of 3D features. The deployment of a specific grouping algorithm based on a Markov Random Field model successively to classification allows at the same time yielding automatic segmentation of 3D data as well as deploying non-linear classifiers that can well adapt to the data characteristics. Moreover, we embed our approach in a framework that jointly exploits shape and texture information to improve the outcome of the segmentation stage. In addition to quantitative results on several 3D and 2.5D scenes, we also demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on an online framework based on a stereo sensor.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS WORK

The increasing availability of 3D sensors is fostering research on computer vision and machine learning techniques aimed at processing range maps and 3D meshes. An important task in this field deals with automatic classification of the data gathered by a 3D sensor (such as e.g. a laser scanner, a Time-of-Flight camera or a stereo camera) within a predefined set of objects or object classes. This task is key for several important applications such as scene understanding, robot localization and navigation, map registration, robot manipulation and grasping.

The problem of object categorization and semantic segmentation has been addressed mainly in the 2D field (i.e. for images), while so far most algorithms related to analysis of 3D data have been aimed at computing similarities between surfaces, i.e. surface matching. In such a field, building upon successful research on image features, the approach based on detection, description and matching of local 3D features is gaining increasing popularity [1]–[10]. On the other hand, segmentation of 3D data among objects or object categories is currently regarded as a particularly challenging open issue, for it requires the ability of handling previously unseen shapes and/or views and to assign correct labels to each region of the scene under analysis. In principle, the problem may be tackled in a conventional supervised way, i.e. employing a classifier to learn off-line the local shape characteristics of each object or object class and then achieving segmentation by classification of the points belonging to newly acquired scenes. In fact, classifiers’ generalization skills hold the potential to deal with object deformations, previously unseen vantage points of a given objects as well as, in the case of semantic segmentation, with the intra-class variance of each object category.

However, the most recent literature proposals try to exploit the statistical dependence among labels associated to neighboring points, so as to deploy the reasonable practical assumption that neighboring points share always the same label except at object boundaries. This approach requires the use of specific classification techniques usually referred to as collective classification. In particular, state-of-the-art classification approaches used for segmentation of 3D data [11]–[16] rely on Associative Markov Networks (AMNs) [17], a variant of the popular discriminative Conditional Random Field (CRF) model. Although AMNs have been shown to outperform linear SVMs for 3D scene classification [11], [14], one major issue of the former method is represented by the notably high computational cost of the training stage, which relies on quadratic programming optimization. To deal with this aspect, more efficient approaches using subgradient optimization [14] or adaptive training data reduction [12] have been proposed. Recently, the use of high-order models has also been proposed [15], [16], while [18] presents a refinement of the AMN formulation based on deploying additional information concerning the global shape of the objects to be classified. A different approach is represented by the use of an Hidden Markov Model (HMM) formulation specifically conceived to classify points among three categories (vegetation, horizontal non-vegetation, vertical non-vegetation) [19].

Generally speaking, a main limitation of above referenced methods is that the AMN formulation solves a linear classification problem, thus resulting in labels that tend to be concentrated in the same area but still yielding a high misclassification errors due to data underfitting. In turn, [13] shows that the AMN approach is overall outperformed by a much simpler NN classifier. Moreover, the proposed AMN-based methods are characterized by an intrinsic slow inference also at testing time [15], which coupled with formulations that attempts to classify each individual 3D
Figure 1. Initial segmentation by local classification of 3D features (left), final result after enforcing local consistency by the MRF (right)

point results in a dramatic computational complexity of the segmentation process. The computational issue is unlikely to be dealt with easily in a general way within the AMN framework, though very specific methods capable of providing a fast approximate solution have been devised [15].

In this paper we propose a general framework for 3D segmentation which, in principle and as most of the above mentioned methods, can handle segmentation of 3D data into rigid/deformable object instances as well as object categories. Our method differs from most recent proposals for it employs standard, local classifiers rather than collective classifiers and enforces local consistency between classified labels through a Markov Random Field (MRF) formulation. Thanks to this approach, and unlike the AMN formulation, it is possible to rely on standard general-purpose classification techniques, that render our method more flexible and more general. In particular, non-linear classifiers can be adopted seamlessly so to be less prone to data underfitting. In addition, kernel-based classifiers may also be employed, allowing the choice of the kernel to match the data characteristics. An additional advantage of the proposed approach is that the training time can be significantly reduced by choosing a suitable classifier (e.g. a NN classifier, should one wish to minimize such a time). In fact, the MRF algorithm does not need to be trained and hence it does not introduce any overhead with respect to the training of the local classifier. This compares favorably to collective classifier techniques that generally require a time-consuming and memory intensive training stage [15].

Another key original element of our proposal consists in the deployment of local 3D features to attain segmentation of the salient keypoints within the 3D data only, unlike all the above referenced proposal that instead are aimed at classifying each individual 3D point. In fact, we believe that in many applications a computationally efficient sparse segmentation can be a viable and attractive alternative to the dense but slow segmentation typically provided by collective classifiers such as AMN. An example of the sparse segmentation achievable by our method is shown in Fig. 1, with classified 3D features denoted as small colored spheres.

Figure 2. Flow diagram of the proposed 3D Segmentation algorithm.

Finally, as an additional contribution, we propose to jointly exploit, when available, multiple cues. In particular, we show how to seamlessly embed shape and texture cues into our framework and how this significantly improves the final segmentation. It is worth pointing out that all of the above referenced methods can deal with the shape cue only. Instead, we argue that a multi-cue framework will become increasingly relevant in the near future since several sensing technologies available today allow associating accurately registered texture information to range maps. For instance, the novel Kinect camera by Microsoft is an example of a particularly cost-effective device that would allow for synergistic deployment of depth and texture.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAMEWORK

This Section briefly outlines the proposed framework for 3D data segmentation. The flow diagram sketching the algorithm pipeline is shown in Figure 2.

First of all, we assume a learning stage, performed offline, aimed at training a multi-class classifier by means of labelled training data. As the first step, 3D feature detection and description is carried out on each 3D model to obtain descriptions of salient 3D keypoints. The use of a detector also brings in benefits for what concern the robustness of the classification. In fact, since the main goal of a detector is to find highly-repeatable distinctive features, the classifier only needs to focus over salient 3D points rather than trying to model also less discriminative shapes that are more prone to be in common with several classes.
Optionally, a dimensionality reduction step (such as PCA) may follow feature description to reduce the dimensionality of description vectors. Successively, extracted descriptors are fed to a multi-class classifier as training data.

During the on-line stage, 3D feature detection and description is performed on the 3D scene to be segmented. Then, feature points are classified based on their descriptors. If dimensionality reduction is used, it is applied previously to classification. Next, labeled features are fed to the MRF-based algorithm, which attains the final segmentation starting from the initial labeling provided by the local classifier.

As it will be explained in Section III, the MRF algorithm requires each initial class label to come together with a reliability - or probability - score concerning that particular label assignment. This value, hereinafter denoted as \( \nu(x_i) \) (\( x \) spanning all possible class labels and \( i \) being an index associated with each feature, see next Section), ranges in the unit interval: the closer to 1, the higher the confidence of the classifier in choosing that label assignment, this confidence measure being quite easy to obtain from the output of most classifiers.

In the experimental results presented in Section IV, our approach is evaluated with three widely used classifiers, i.e., Support Vector Machines (SVM) [20], Boosting [21] and NN [13] based on the Euclidean distance \( d \). As for SVM, we use as reliability term the multi-class probability estimates computed according to the method described in [22] and implemented in \textit{libSVM} [23]. As far as Boosting is concerned, we have deployed the binary-class implementation included in the OpenCV library [24]. First, we have extended it to the multi-class case using a one-versus-one (OvO) methodology [25]. Then, each probability estimate \( \nu(x_i) \) is computed as the ratio between classifiers that voted for class \( x_i \) over all classifiers concerning class \( x_i \). Finally, for the NN classifier the reliability computed for a feature \( i \) assigned to class \( x \) is obtained as:

\[
\nu(x_i) = 1 - \frac{1}{2} \frac{d_{x_i}}{d_{x}} \tag{1}
\]

where \( d_{x_i} \) and \( d_{x} \) denote the Euclidean distance between the feature \( i \) and, respectively, its closest and second-closest training feature. Then, all other classes different from \( x \) are given a reliability equal to \( 1 - \nu(x_i) \).

### A. Use of multiple cues

Several 3D sensors integrate the information on reconstructed surfaces with information on the appearance of the scene. This is the case, e.g., of stereo cameras, of most TOF cameras as well as of certain devices based on the projection of coded light, such as the new Kinect camera. Appearance information can represent a valuable additional cue to discriminate between different objects when objects belonging to different classes show, locally, similar surface shapes. For this reason, we aim at including seamlessly texture information into our 3D segmentation framework.

Thus, when available, we extract and describe also 2D features from the pixel lattice associated with the range map using the well-known SURF method [26]. A specific classifier is then trained with the extracted ”2D features”. During the online stage, classified 2D features are added to the 3D features to form a super-set of 2D-3D features, each associated with a specific label class. This feature super-set is then fed to the MRF algorithm described in the next Section.

### III. MRF FORMULATION FOR 3D OBJECT SEGMENTATION

Markov Random Field theory stems from a formalization of the Ising-Potts model for particle interaction. Let us assume there is a set of nodes, \( S \) within an undirected graph \( \Omega \). In the specific case of 3D object segmentation, each node represents a feature extracted from the 3D data. As pointed out in Section II-A, should also texture information be available, the super set of features would consist of the union of the 2D and the 3D feature sets. Each node \( i \) is denoted with a label \( x_i \in C \), \( C \) being the finite discrete set of possible object or categories in which the scene could be subdivided into. We will refer here to the specific case of Pairwise MRF, i.e. only cliques of size 2 are taken into consideration.

In order to define the graph on which to apply the MRF formulation, we need to draw arcs between features in the 3D space so to define, for each node \( i \), a set of neighbors \( N(i) \). To this purpose, we have considered two different approaches. The first, referred to as \( k \)-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [27], connects to each node of the graph its closest \( k \) features, the distance given by the \( L_2 \) norm (Euclidean distance). It is easy to infer that, at the end of the graph building process, each node might have more than \( k \) neighbors, since it might be a \( k \)-NN for additional nodes other than its \( k \) neighbors. The other approach, referred to as \( \epsilon \)-ball [27], defines as neighbors of a node all the features falling within a sphere of a specific radius centered at the node. To avoid isolated nodes, at least one neighbor is selected for each node. Based upon preliminary experiments, we have selected the \( \epsilon \)-ball technique, since in our experiment it has shown to perform overall better than the kNN approach. Though not yet investigated in our work, another possible approach would have been a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) [28] applied not to all points of the mesh but only to the subset of feature points.

According to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem, the posterior probability associated with the labeling configuration \( X = \{ x_i \in S \} \) takes the form of a Gibbs distribution:

\[
P(X) = \frac{1}{Z} \prod_{i \in S} e^{-\phi_i(x_i)} \prod_{i \in S} \prod_{j \in N(i)} e^{-\phi_{ij}(x_i,x_j)} \tag{2}
\]

where \( Z \) is a normalization constant (partition function), \( e^{-\phi_i(x_i)} \) is the likelihood term associated with node \( i \) having
the label $x_i$, and $e^{-\phi_{i,j}(x_i, x_j)}$ is the prior term for the two neighboring nodes $i$ and $j$ of having label $x_i$ and $x_j$. These two latter terms are usually referred to with different names, such as unary term, evidence or fidelity the former and pairwise term, compatibility or regularization the latter. The dependence of the prior term only from the neighbors of $i$ is due to the Markov property.

Hence, according to the above Maximum-a-Posteriori (MAP) formulation, the optimal configuration $\tilde{X}$ is that maximizing the posterior probability:

$$\tilde{X} = \arg\max_X P(X)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

From a computational complexity point of view, it is more convenient to minimize the log of (2):

$$\tilde{X} = \arg\min_X E(X)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where

$$E(X) = \sum_i \phi_i(x_i) + \sum_{i,j} \phi_{i,j}(x_i, x_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$E(X)$ can be interpreted as the energy associated with each configuration $X$ and is composed of two terms, corresponding to the above mentioned unary and pairwise terms.

In our specific case, the evidence has to be correlated with the reliability, previously referred to as $\nu(x_i)$, assigned to each class label by the classification stage. Since the energy must be minimized, $\phi_i(x_i)$ has to be in the form of a cost, thus the evidence term is defined as:

$$\phi_i(x_i) = \lambda (1 - \nu(x_i))$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $\lambda$ is a regularization parameter that weights the importance given to the evidence with respect to the compatibility. Hence, the evidence ranges between 0 and $\lambda$, being minimum when the reliability is maximum and viceversa.

As for the compatibility, we propose a definition derived from the Potts model [29]:

$$\phi_{i,j}(x_i, x_j) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } x_i = x_j \\
\frac{1}{\sigma_c} e^{-||p_i - p_j||_2} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $p_i$ represents the 3D coordinate vector assigned to node $i$. Hence, the compatibility term is null if two neighboring nodes are given the same label and, in general, it assigns a penalty that is inversely proportional to the Euclidean distance between the two nodes. More specifically, the penalty function is defined as an inverse exponential regulated by parameter $\sigma_c$.

Since the minimization of (5) over an undirected graph turns out to be a NP-hard problem, an approximated method has to be employed. When the order of the cliques is 2, an algorithm that has been shown to yield good convergence to the global minimum is Loopy Belief Propagation (BP) [30]. Graph Cuts (GC) [31] is another popular approach, though it is also not guaranteed to converge to the global minimum when the cardinality of $C$ is higher than 2. In our approach, we have employed a standard implementation of the BP algorithm to apply regularization over the undirected feature graph. The algorithm iteratively applies BP-based message-passing for a pre-defined number of iterations. A threshold on the derivative of the total energy $E(X)$ may also be used as an alternative termination criterion for the BP iterative process.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This Section proposes experimental results aimed at validating the capabilities of the proposed approach to effectively segment 3D data into different objects. We divide the Section into two main parts. First, we show results aimed at assessing quantitatively on different 3D datasets both the effectiveness of the proposed MRF-based grouping approach and the usefulness of employing a 3D feature detector. In addition, we show qualitative results concerning an online segmentation framework based on stereo data and simultaneous deployment of shape and texture cues.

Throughout our experiments we have used the 3D feature detector proposed in [3], referred to here as ISS, and the well-known Spin Image descriptor [6].

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>ISS detector</th>
<th>Spin Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Non-max. Radius</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford 3D - SVM</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford 3D - Boost</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford 3D - NN</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford 2.5D - SVM</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford 2.5D - Boost</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford 2.5D - NN</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Quantitative evaluation

As for these experiments, we evaluate the performance of the proposed approach on 2 different datasets. The first, recalled as Stanford-3D, has been created using 3D models taken from the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository. The training set consists of 6 full-3D models ("Armadillo", "Asian Dragon", "Thai Statue", "Bunny", "Happy Buddha", "Dragon") taken from the repository. Then, 45 scenes have been built up by randomly rotating and translating different subsets of the model set so as to create clutter. Out of these 45 scenes, 10 have been randomly selected for validation, while the remaining 35 have been used for testing. The second dataset, dubbed Stanford-2.5D, shares with the previous one the same 3D models as training set. However, 36 2.5D scenes are then obtained by rendering randomly chosen views of 6 of the scenes belonging to the previous

1http://graphics.stanford.edu/data/3Dscanrep
23 sets of 15 scenes each, containing respectively 3, 4 and 5 models
dataset. Out of these 36 scenes, 6 are selected for validation and 30 for testing. A sample scene within the Stanford-2.5D dataset was depicted in Fig. 1. The tuned parameter values for the ISS detector and the Spin Images descriptor used for these two datasets are reported in Table I. The parameters not specified in the table were set to the default values proposed in the original papers [3], [6].

In order to render the evaluation more realistic and challenging, similarly to the methodology proposed in [27] we add Gaussian noise with increasing standard deviation, namely $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_2$ and $\sigma_3$ at respectively 10%, 20% and 30% of the average mesh resolution computed on the training set.

Figure 3 aims at evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed MRF-based grouping algorithm, and shows the classification error before and after the application of the grouping process over classified 3D features for both datasets and at different levels of noise. More specifically, each chart report the mean recognition error averaged over all scenes of the evaluated dataset. In order to prove the fact that our grouping approach is effective over classified data of different nature, in this experiment we have considered three different classifiers: SVM, Boost, and NN. As shown by the figure, the grouping approach is always capable of improving the classification results, that is with all classifiers and at all noise levels. More importantly, in many cases it is able to dramatically decrease the recognition error by turning a poor classification (i.e. > 50%) into an accurate one (i.e. < 10%). Overall the whole algorithm shows good robustness to occlusions and noise: e.g. in the NN case, it yields very low error rates (1.73, 6.07 respectively on the two datasets) even with high noise levels ($\sigma_3$).

Figure 4 evaluates the usefulness of a 3D detector for training and classification of 3D data. In particular, it compares the performance of the proposed approach, which deploys the feature detector described in [3], with that yielded by the same pipeline in which however the feature detector is substituted by randomly sampling interest points in both the training and testing data. As pointed out by the Figure, when the classification error is below 50%, the use of a feature detector always outperform the use of random sampling. The only case when this does not happen is with the Stanford-2.5D dataset and high noise levels ($\sigma_2$, $\sigma_3$), where Boost and SVM provide notably poor performance and instead a NN approach turns out to be the best classification method. Indeed, with NN and high noise levels the use of a feature detector significantly improves classification results with respect to random selection of interest points.
B. Qualitative evaluation

We present here a qualitative performance analysis of our method based on data obtained from a stereo vision sensor. Since this data includes both shape and texture, we deploy the methodology outlined in Subsection II-A to include both cues in our segmentation framework. As for the stereo setup, we use 2 calibrated off-the-shelf webcams to get rectified image pairs, and a standard block-based dense stereo algorithm to compute the range maps. Given the well-known limitations of standard dense stereo matching algorithms within low textured regions, we use an off-the-shelf projector to augment the scene with a random, black-and-white pattern. In addition, to obtain training data we rely on a simple background subtraction approach algorithm and insert one object at a time in the scene in order to automatically get labeled training data of each class.

Results are provided in Fig. 5. In this experiment we use 5 classes (4 toy objects and 1 background class, shown on the leftmost column, top, together with the colors used to denote the different classes) and we train our data with different frontal and lateral views of the objects (approximately 10 range maps per class are acquired). Then, several scenes, shown in the column next to the leftmost one, are built up by randomly placing the objects on a table so as to cause occlusions and clutter. Classification results are displayed in the remaining four columns as colored spheres, each color denoting a class. In particular, from left to right, we show the 3D classification, the 2D classification, the 2D+3D feature merging, and, in the rightmost column the final results attained by the MRF-based grouping stage. As it can be seen, despite the challenging scenario the proposed grouping approach is capable of dramatically improving the quality of both 2D and 3D classification. Overall the proposed framework yields a reliable segmentation of the 3D data provided by the stereo sensor.

To provide an indication of the challenging scenario our approach is able to cope with, the figure also reports, in the bottom of the leftmost column, some sample disparity maps attained by the standard block-based stereo algorithm on the acquired scenes. As it may be expected, many object parts are missing due to occlusions and disparities turn out inaccurate (especially at object borders) and noisy.
Additional qualitative results achieved by our method on this challenging online stereo-based framework are included in the supplementary material.

From the computational point of view, in the current implementation the full pipeline of the proposed approach requires approximately 25-30 seconds per scene, including stereo acquisition and matching (30%), 2D and 3D feature detection and description (35%), classification (5%) and MRF-based grouping (30%).

V. CONCLUSION

Results provided on standard benchmark data as well as on a more challenging on-line stereo-based scenario have demonstrated the validity of the proposed contributions. The use of a MRF-based grouping stage following
local classification of 3D feature descriptions allows robust segmentation of 3D data into different objects by notably reducing the error that would be yielded by using only the initial classification stage. Also, seamless introduction of multiple cues in our framework has shown to provide significant benefits. Extending the validation of the method to semantic segmentation scenarios, in particular considering outdoor data obtained with 3D sensors such as Lidars or laser scanners is one major direction of our future research.
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